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Stark shift on a superconducting qubit in circuit quantum electrodynamics (QED) has been used to
construct universal quantum entangling gates on superconducting resonators in previous works. It is a
second-order coupling effect between the resonator and the qubit in the dispersive regime, which leads to a
slow state-selective rotation on the qubit. Here, we present two proposals to construct the fast universal
quantum gates on superconducting resonators in a microwave-photon quantum processor composed of
multiple superconducting resonators coupled to a superconducting transmon qutrit, that is, the
controlled-phase (c-phase) gate on two microwave-photon resonators and the controlled-controlled phase
(cc-phase) gates on three resonators, resorting to quantum resonance operations, without any drive field.
Compared with previous works, our universal quantum gates have the higher fidelities and shorter
operation times in theory. The numerical simulation shows that the fidelity of our c-phase gate is 99.57%
within about 38.1 ns and that of our cc-phase gate is 99.25% within about 73.3 ns.

Q
uantum computation and quantum information processing have attached much attention1 in recent
years. A quantum computer can factor an n-bit integer exponentially faster than the best known classical
algorithms and it can run the famous quantum search algorithm, sometimes known as Grover’s algo-

rithm, which enables this search method to be speed up substantially, requiring only O
ffiffiffiffi
N
p� �

operations, faster

than the classical one which requires O(N) operations1. Universal quantum gates are the key elements in a
universal quantum computer, especially the controlled-phase (c-phase) gate or its equivalent gate – the
controlled-not (CNOT) gate. C-phase gates (or CNOT gates) assisted by single-qubit rotations can construct a
universal quantum computing. Compared to the synthesis with universal two-qubit entangling gates and single-
qubit gates, the direct implementation of a universal three-qubit quantum gate [controlled-controlled-phase
(cc-phase) or controlled-controlled-not (Toffoli) gate] is more economic and simpler as it requires at least six
CNOT gates2 to synthesize a Toffoli gate which is equivalent to a cc-phase gate. By far, there are some interesting
physical systems used for the construction of universal quantum gates, such as photons3–9, nuclear magnetic
resonance10–14, quantum dots15–22, diamond nitrogen-vacancy center23–25, and cavity quantum electrodynamics
(QED)26,27.

Circuit QED, composed of superconducting Josephson junctions (act as the artificial atoms) and a super-
conducting resonator (acts as a cavity and quantum bus)28–34, is a promising implementation of cavity QED and it
has the excellent features of the good scalability and the long coherence time. It has been used to realize the strong
and even ultra-strong coupling between a resonator and a superconducting qubit28,35, and complete some basic
tasks of the quantum computation on the superconducting qubits. For example, DiCarlo et al.36 demonstrated the
c-phase gate on two transmon qubits assisted by circuit QED in 2009. In 2014, Chow et al.37 experimentally
implemented a strand of a scalable fault-tolerant quantum computing fabric. In 2012, Fedorov et al.38 imple-
mentated a Toffoli gate and Reed et al.39 realized the three-qubit quantum error correction with superconducting
circuits. In 2014, Barends et al.40 realized the c-phase gate on every two adjacent Xmon qubits with a high fidelity
in a five-Xmon-qubit system assisted by circuit QED. DiCarlo et al.41 prepared and measured the three-qubit
entanglement in circuit QED in 2010, and Steffen et al.42 realized the full deterministic quantum teleportation
with feed-forward in a chip-based superconducting circuit architecture in 2013.

In a high-quality resonator, a microwave photon always has the longer life time than that of a superconducting
qubit43, which makes the resonator a good candidate for quantum information processing based on the basis of
Fock states. With a superconducting qubit coupled to a resonator, Hofheinz et al.44 realized the generation of a
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Fock state in 2008. In the same year, Wang et al.45 realized the
measurement of the decay of Fock States. Hofheinz et al.46 demon-
strated the synthesis of an arbitrary superposition of Fock states in
2009. With two qubits coupled to three resonators, Merkel and
Wilhelm47 proposed a scheme for the generation of the entangled
NOON state on two resonator qudits (with d levels) in 2010. In 2011,
Wang et al.48 demonstrated in experiment the generation of the
entangled NOON state on two resonators. With a qubit coupled to
two resonators, Johnson et al.49 realized the single microwave-
photon non-demolition detection in 2010 and Strauch50 exploited
the all-resonant method to control the quantum state of supercon-
ducting resonators and gave some theoretic schemes for Fock state
synthesis, qudit logic operations, and synthesis of NOON states in
2012. With a qubit coupled to multiple resonators, Yang et al. pro-
posed a theoretic scheme for the generation of the entangled
Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger state on resonators based on the
Fock states51 in 2012 and entangled coherent states of four micro-
wave resonators52 in 2013.

Besides the entanglement generation for quantum information
processing, resonator qudits can also be used for quantum computa-
tion, that is, universal quantum logic gates53–55. In 2011, Strauch53

gave an interesting scheme to construct the quantum entangling
gates on the two resonator qudits based on the arbitrary Fock states,
by using the two-order coupling effect of the number-state-dependent
interaction between a superconducting qubit and a resonator in the
dispersive regime, discovered by Schuster et al.56 in 2007. The opera-
tion time of his c-phase gate on two resonator qudits with the
basis of the Fock states j0ær and j1ær is 150 ns. In a processor with
one two-energy-level charge qubit coupled to multiple resonators,
Wu et al.54 presented an effective scheme to construct the c-phase
gate on two resonators with the number-state-dependent inter-
action between the qubit and two resonators in 2012. Its operation
time is 125 ns. In a similar processor, we gave a scheme for the
construction of the c-phase gate (cc-phase gate) on two (three)
resonator qubits55 (only working under the subspace of Fock states
{j0ær, j1ær}), by combining the number-state-dependent selective
rotation between a superconducting transmon qutrit (just the three
lowest energy levels are considered) and a resonator (two resona-
tors) and the resonance operation on the rest resonator and the
qutrit in 2014. The fidelity of our c-phase (cc-phase) gate can reach
99.5% (92.9%) within 93 (124.6) ns in theory, without considering
the decoherence and the dephasing rates of the qutrit and the decay
rate of the microwave-photon resonators.

In this paper, we exploit the all-resonance-based quantum opera-
tions on a qutrit and resonators to design two schemes for the con-
struction of the c-phase and the cc-phase gates on resonators in a
processor composed of multiple microwave-photon resonators
coupled to a transmon qutrit far different from the previous works
for the c-phase and cc-phase gates on resonators based on the sec-
ond-order couplings between the qubit and the resonators53–55. Our
simulation shows that the fidelity of our c-phase gate on two micro-
wave-photon resonators approaches 99.57% within the operation
time of about 38.1 ns and that of our cc-phase gate on three resona-
tors is 99.25% within about 73.3 ns. Our all-resonance-based uni-
versal quantum gates on microwave-photon resonators without
classical drive field are much faster than those in similar previous
works53–55.

Results
All-resonance-based c-phase gate on two resonator qubits. Let us
consider the quantum system composed of two high-quality
superconducting resonators coupled to a transmon qutrit with the
three lowest energy levels, i.e., the ground state jgæq, the excited state
jeæq, and the second excited state jfæq, shown in Fig. 1. In the
interaction picture, the Hamiltonian of the system is (�h~1):

H2q~gg,e
a asz

g,eeidg,e
a tzge,f

a asz
e,f eide,f

a t

zgg,e
b bsz

g,eeidg,e
b tzge,f

b bsz
e,f eide,f

b tzh:c::
ð1Þ

Here, sz
g,e~ ej iq gh j and sz

e,f ~ fj iq eh j are the creation operators for
the transitions of the qutrit jgæq R jeæq and jeæq R jfæq, respectively. a1

and b1 are the creation operators of the resonators ra and rb (labeled

as a and b in subscripts), respectively. d
g,e e,fð Þ
a, bð Þ ~vg,e e,fð Þ{va bð Þ and

vg,e(e,f) 5 Ee(f) 2 Eg(e). Ei is the energy for the level jiæq of the qutrit. va

and vb are the transition frequencies of the resonators a and b,

respectively. gg,e
a bð Þ and ge,f

a bð Þ are the coupling strengths between the

resonator ra (rb) and the qutrit q with these two transitions. Tuning
the transition frequencies of the transmon qutrit and the coupling
strength between the transmon qutrit and each resonator57–59, one
can turn on and off the interaction between the qutrit and each
resonator effectively60.

Let us suppose that the general initial state of the system is

y0j i~ cos h1 0j iazsin h1 1j ia
� �

6 cos h2 0j ibzsin h2 1j ib
� �

6 gj iq
~ a1 0j ia 0j ibza2 0j ia 1j ibza3 1j ia 0j ibza4 1j ia 1j ib
� �

6 gj iq:
ð2Þ

Here, a1 5 cosh1cosh2, a2 5 cosh1sinh2, a3 5 sinh1cosh2, and a4 5

sinh1sinh2. The all-resonance-based c-phase gate on two microwave-
photon resonators can be constructed with three steps, shown in
Fig. 2. We describe them in detail as follows.

Step i), by tuning off the interaction between the transmon qutrit
and rb, and resonating ra and the two lowest energy levels jgæq and jeæq

of the qutrit (va 5 vg,e) with the operation time of t~
3p

2gg,e
a

, the state

of the system can be evolved into

y1j i~ 0j ia6 a1 0j ib gj iqza2 1j ib gj iqzia3 0j ib ej iqzia4 1j ib ej iq
� �

: ð3Þ

Step ii), by turning off the interaction between the qutrit and ra,
and resonating rb and the two energy levels jeæq and jfæq of the qutrit

Figure 1 | (a) The schematic diagram for our c-phase gate on two

microwave-photon resontors in circuit QED. It contains two high-quality

superconducting resonators (ra and rb) capacitively coupled to a

superconducting quantum interferometer device (SQUID) which acts as a

superconducting transmon qutrit (q), whose transition frequency can be

tuned by the external magnetic flux. (b) The schematic diagram for the

three lowest energy levels of the qutrit with small anharmonicity. gg,e
a is the

coupling strength between ra and the qutrit with the transition | gæq « | eæq.

ge,f
b is the coupling strength between rb and the qutrit with the transition

| eæq « | f æq.
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(vb 5 ve,f) with the operation time of t~
p

ge,f
b

, the state of the system

can evolve from jy1æ into

y2j i~ 0j ia6 a1 0j ib gj iqza2 1j ib gj iqzia3 0j ib ej iq{ia4 1j ib ej iq
� �

: ð4Þ

Step iii), by turning off the interaction between the qutrit and rb, and
resonating ra and the energy levels jgæq and jeæq of the qutrit with the

operation time of t~
p

2gg,e
a

, one can get the final state of the system as

yf

��� E
~ gj iq6 a1 0j ia 0j ibza2 0j ia 1j ibza3 1j ia 0j ib{a4 1j ia 1j ib

� �
: ð5Þ

This is just the c-phase gate operation on the resonators ra and rb,
which indicates that a p phase shift takes place only if there is one
microwave photon in each resonator.

If the operation time in step i) is taken to t~
p

2gg,e
a

, one can get the

final state of the system as

yf

��� E’
~ 0j iq6

1
2

a1 0j ia 0j ibza2 0j ia 1j ib{a3 1j ia 0j ibza4 1j ia 1j ib
� �

: ð6Þ

This is just the result of another c-phase gate operation on the reso-
nators ra and rb, which indicates that the p phase shift happens only if
there is one microwave photon in ra and no microwave photon in rb.

To show the feasibility of the resonance processes for constructing
our c-phase gate, we numerically simulate its fidelity and operation
time with the feasible experiential parameters. The evolution of the
system composed of these two resonators and the transmon qutrit
can be described by the master equation28,61

dr

dt
~{i H2q,r

� 	
zkaD a½ �rzkbD b½ �rzcg,eD s{

g,e

h i
rz

ce,f D s{
e,f

h i
zcw,e seersee{seer=2{rsee=2ð Þz

cw,f sff rsff {sff r



2{rsff



2
� �

,

ð7Þ

where D[L]r 5 (2LrL1 2 L1Lr 2 rL1L)/2 with L~a, b, s{
g,e, s{

e,f .
see 5 jeæqÆej and sff 5 jfæqÆfj. ka (kb) is the decay rate of the resonator ra

(rb), cg,e (ce,f) is the energy relaxation rate of the qutrit with the transition
jeæ R jgæ (jfæ 2 jeæ), and cw,e and cw,f are the dephasing rates of the levels
jeæ and jfæ of the qutrit, respectively. For simplicity, the parameters for
our numerical simulation are chosen as: k{1

a ~k{1
b ~50 ms,

c{1
g,e ~50 ms, c{1

e,f ~25 ms, c{1
w,e ~c{1

w,f ~50 ms, va/(2p) 5 5.5 GHz,
and vb/(2p) 5 7.0 GHz. In the first step, we chose vg,e/(2p) 5

5.5 GHz, ve,f/(2p) 5 4.7 GHz, gg,e
a



2pð Þ~ ge,f

a

2
ffiffiffi
2
p

p
~0:045 GHz, and

gg,e
b



2pð Þ~ ge,f

b

2
ffiffiffi
2
p

p
~0:0005 GHz. In the second step, vg,e/(2p) 5

7.8 GHz, ve,f/(2p) 5 7.0 GHz, gg,e
a



2pð Þ~ ge,f

a

2
ffiffiffi
2
p

p
~0:0005 GHz,

and gg,e
b



2pð Þ~ ge,f

b

2
ffiffiffi
2
p

p
~0:022 GHz. The parameters in the third step

are the same as those in the first step. It worth noticing that the long
coherence time of the transmon qubit with 50 ms, the high quality factor
of a 1D superconducting resonator with above 106, and the tunable
coupling strength of a charge qubit and a resonator with from
200 KHz to 43 MHz have been realized in experiments59,62,63. For super-
conducting qutrits, the typical transition frequency between two neigh-
boring levels is from 1 GHz to 20 GHz64,65.

The fidelity of our c-phase gate is defined as

F~
1

2p

� �2ð2p

0

ð2p

0
yideal r

c{phase
f

��� ���yideal

D E
dh1dh2, ð8Þ

where jyidealæ is the final state jyfæ of the system composed of the
resonator qubits ra and rb after an ideal c-phase gate operation is
performed with the initial state jy0æ, which is obtained by not taking

the dissipation and dephasing into account. r
c{phase
f is the realistic

density operator after our c-phase gate operation on the initial state
jy0æ. Our simulation shows that the fidelity of our c-phase gate is
99.57% within the operation time of about 38.1 ns. Taking

h1~h2~
p

4
as an example, the density operators of the initial state

and the final state are shown in Fig. 3 (a) and (b), respectively.
In fact, by using the resonance operations, one can also construct

the swap gate on two resonator qubits simply with our device by the
five steps shown in Tab. 1.

Cc-phase gate on superconducting resonators. Our cc-phase gate is
used to perform a minus phase manipulation on the three resonator
qubits only if the resonators ra, rb, and rc are in the state j1æaj1æbj0æc.

Our device for the cc-phase gate on the three high-quality super-
conducting resonators ra, rb, and rc which are coupled to the trans-
mon qutrit q is shown in Fig. 4. In the interaction picture, the
Hamiltonian of the whole system composed of the three resonators
and the qutrit is:

H3q~gg,e
a asz

g,eeidg,e
a tzge,f

a asz
e,f eide,f

a t

zgg,e
b bsz

g,eeidg,e
b tzge,f

b bsz
e,f eide,f

b t

zgg,e
c csz

g,eeidg,e
c tzge,f

c csz
e,f eide,f

c tzh:c::

ð9Þ

Suppose that the initial state of the system is

Yj i0~ cos h1 0j iazsin h1 1j ia
� �

6 cos h2 0j ibzsin h2 1j ib
� �

6 cos h3 0j iczsin h3 1j ic
� �

6 gj iq~

b1 0j ia 0j ib 0j iczb2 0j ia 0j ib 1j iczb3 0j ia 1j ib 0j iczb4 0j ia 1j ib 1j ic
�
zb5 1j ia 0j ib 0j iczb6 1j ia 0j ib 1j iczb7 1j ia 1j ib 0j iczb8 1j ia 1j ib 1j ic

�
6 gj iq:

ð10Þ

Here, b1 5 cosh1cosh2cosh3, b2 5 cosh1cosh2sinh3, b3 5 cosh1sinh2-
cosh3, b4 5 cosh1sinh2sinh3, b5 5 sinh1cosh2cosh3, b6 5 sinh1cosh2-
sinh3, b7 5 sinh1sinh2cosh3, and b8 5 sinh1sinh2sinh3. The cc-phase
gate on three resonator qubits can be constructed with nine res-
onance operations between the qutrit and the resonators. The
detailed steps are described as follows.

First, turning off the interaction between q and rb and that between
q and rc, and resonating ra and q with the transition jgæq « jeæq (va 5

vg,e), the state of the whole system becomes

Yj i1~b1 0j ia 0j ib 0j ic gj iqzb2 0j ia 0j ib 1j ic gj iq
zb3 0j ia 1j ib 0j ic gj iqzb4 0j ia 1j ib 1j ic gj iq

{ib5 1j ia 0j ib 0j ic ej iq{ib6 1j ia 0j ib 1j ic ej iq
{ib7 0j ia 1j ib 0j ic ej iq{ib8 0j ia 1j ib 1j ic ej iq

ð11Þ

after the interaction time of t~
p

2gg,e
a

.

Figure 2 | The principle and the steps of our c-phase gate on ra and rb with
all-resonance operations.

www.nature.com/scientificreports
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Second, turning off the interaction between q and ra and that
between q and rc, and tuning the frequency of rb or q to make vb

5 ve,f, one can complete the resonance manipulation on rb and q
with the transition jeæq « jfæq. The state of the whole system can be
changed into

Yj i2~b1 0j ia 0j ib 0j ic gj iqzb2 0j ia 0j ib 1j ic gj iq
zb3 0j ia 1j ib 0j ic gj iqzb4 0j ia 1j ib 1j ic gj iq
{ib5 0j ia 0j ib 0j ic ej iq{ib6 0j ia 0j ib 1j ic ej iq
{b7 0j ia 0j ib 0j ic fj iq{b8 0j ia 0j ib 1j ic fj iq

ð12Þ

after the operation time of t~
p

2ge,f
2

.

Third, repeating the same operation as the one in the first step, the
state of the whole system can be evolved into

Yj i3~b1 0j ia 0j ib 0j ic gj iqzb2 0j ia 0j ib 1j ic gj iq
zb3 0j ia 1j ib 0j ic gj iqzb4 0j ia 1j ib 1j ic gj iq
{b5 1j ia 0j ib 0j ic gj iq{b6 1j ia 0j ib 1j ic gj iq
{b7 0j ia 0j ib 0j ic fj iq{b8 0j ia 0j ib 1j ic fj iq:

ð13Þ

Fourth, turning off the interaction between q and rb and
that between q and rc, and resonating ra and q with the trans-

ition jeæq « jfæq, the state of the whole system evolves from
jYæ3 into

Yj i4~b1 0j ia 0j ib 0j ic gj iqzb2 0j ia 0j ib 1j ic gj iq
zb3 0j ia 1j ib 0j ic gj iqzb4 0j ia 1j ib 1j ic gj iq
{b5 1j ia 0j ib 0j ic gj iq{b6 1j ia 0j ib 1j ic gj iq
zib7 1j ia 0j ib 0j ic ej iqzib8 1j ia 0j ib 1j ic ej iq

ð14Þ

after the operation time of t~
p

2ge,f
a

.

Fifth, turning off the interaction between q and ra and that
between q and rb, and resonating rc and q with the transition jeæq

« jfæq (vc 5 ve,f), the state becomes

Yj i5~b1 0j ia 0j ib 0j ic gj iqzb2 0j ia 0j ib 1j ic gj iq
zb3 0j ia 1j ib 0j ic gj iqzb4 0j ia 1j ib 1j ic gj iq
{b5 1j ia 0j ib 0j ic gj iq{b6 1j ia 0j ib 1j ic gj iq
zib7 1j ia 0j ib 0j ic ej iq{ib8 1j ia 0j ib 1j ic ej iq

ð15Þ

after the operation time of ge,f
c t~p.

Sixth, repeating the fourth step, the state of the whole system
becomes

Figure 3 | (a) The density operator r0 of the initial state | y0æ of the quantum system composed of the two resonator qudits and the superconducting

qutrit for constructing our c-phase gate. (b) The density operator r
c{phase
f . Here we take h1~h2~

p

4
.

Table 1 | The steps for constructing the SWAP gate on ra and rb with all-resonance operations

Step Coupling Time Transition

i) gg,e
a

p

2gg,e
a

| 0æa, | 1æa R | gæq, | eæq

ii) ge,f
b

p

2ge,f
b

| 0æb, | 1æb R | eæq, | f æq

iii) gg,e
b

3p

2gg,e
b

| 0æb, | 1æb R | gæq, | eæq

iv) ge,f
b

p

2ge,f
b

| 0æb, | 1æb R | eæq, | f æq

v) gg,e
a

p

2gg,e
a

| 0æa, | 1æa R | gæq, | eæq

www.nature.com/scientificreports
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Yj i6~b1 0j ia 0j ib 0j ic gj iqzb2 0j ia 0j ib 1j ic gj iq
zb3 0j ia 1j ib 0j ic gj iqzb4 0j ia 1j ib 1j ic gj iq
{b5 1j ia 0j ib 0j ic gj iq{b6 1j ia 0j ib 1j ic gj iq
zb7 0j ia 0j ib 0j ic fj iq{b8 0j ia 0j ib 1j ic fj iq:

ð16Þ

Seventh, taking the same manipulation as the one in the first step,
the system is in the state

Yj i7~b1 0j ia 0j ib 0j ic gj iqzb2 0j ia 0j ib 1j ic gj iq
zb3 0j ia 1j ib 0j ic gj iqzb4 0j ia 1j ib 1j ic gj iq
zib5 0j ia 0j ib 0j ic ej iqzib6 0j ia 0j ib 1j ic ej iq
zb7 0j ia 0j ib 0j ic fj iq{b8 0j ia 0j ib 1j ic fj iq:

ð17Þ

Eighth, repeating the second step, the state of the system evolves
from jYæ7 into

Yj i8~b1 0j ia 0j ib 0j ic gj iqzb2 0j ia 0j ib 1j ic gj iq
zb3 0j ia 1j ib 0j ic gj iqzb4 0j ia 1j ib 1j ic gj iq
zib5 0j ia 0j ib 0j ic ej iqzib6 0j ia 0j ib 1j ic ej iq
{ib7 0j ia 1j ib 0j ic ej iqzib8 0j ia 1j ib 1j ic ej iq:

ð18Þ

Ninth, repeating the first step, one can get the final state of the
whole system as follows

Yj if ~ b1 0j ia 0j ib 0j iczb2 0j ia 0j ib 1j iczb3 0j ia 1j ib 0j ic
�
zb4 0j ia 1j ib 1j iczb5 1j ia 0j ib 0j iczb6 1j ia 0j ib 1j ic
{b7 1j ia 1j ib 0j iczb8 1j ia 1j ib 1j ic

�
6 gj iq

ð19Þ

This is just the result of our cc-phase gate on the three microwave-
photon resonators.

The evolution of the system composed of three resonators coupled
to the transmon qutrit can be described by the master equation

dr

dt
~{i H3q,r

� 	
zkaD a½ �rzkbD b½ �rzkcD c½ �r

zcg,eD s{
g,e

h i
rzce,f D s{

e,f

h i
r

zcw,e seersee{seer=2{rsee=2ð Þ

zcw,f sff rsff {sff r



2{rsff



2

� �
:

ð20Þ

Here kc is the decay rate of the resonator rc. In our simulation for the
fidelity of our cc-phase gate, the parameters of the system are chosen
as: va/(2p) 5 5.5 GHz, vb/(2p) 5 7.0 GHz, vc/(2p) 5 8.0 GHz,
k{1

a ~k{1
b ~k{1

c ~50 ms, and vg,e/(2p) 2 ve,f/(2p) 5 800 MHz.
The energy relaxation rates and the dephasing rates of the transmon
qutrit are chosen the same as those in the construction of our c-phase
gate. The details for the parameters chosen in each step for the
simulation of our cc-phase gate are shown in Table 2.

Let us define the fidelity of our cc-phase gate as

F~
1

2p

� �3ð2p

0

ð2p

0

ð2p

0
yideal r

cc{phase
f

��� ���yideal

D E
dh1dh2dh3, ð21Þ

where jyidealæ is the final state jYæf of the system composed of
three resonator qubits ra, rb, and rc after an ideal cc-phase gate
operation when the initial state of the system is jYæ0, without

considering the dissipation and the dephasing. r
cc{phase
f is the

realistic density operator after our cc-phase gate operation on
the initial state jYæ0. We numerically simulate the fidelity of our
cc-phase gate, by taking the dissipation and the dephasing into
account. The fidelity of our cc-phase gate is 99.25% within the
operation time of about 73.3 ns.

In a realistic experiment, the energy relaxation rate c and the
anharmonicity d 5 vg,e 2 ve,f of the qutrit, the decay rate k of the
resonator, and the minimum value of tunable coupling strength gmin

influence the fidelity of our cc-phase gate. Their effects are shown in
Fig. 5 (a)–(d) in which we simulate the fidelity of the gate by varying a
single parameter and fixing the other parameters. In Fig. 5 (b),
although the fidelity of the cc-phase gate is reduced obviously when
the anharmonicity of the qutrit becomes small, it can in principle be
improved by taking a smaller coupling strength for the resonance
operation.

Discussion
The number-state-dependent interaction between a superconduct-
ing qubit and resonator qudits is an important nonlinear effect which
has been used to construct the quantum entangled states and
quantum logic gates on resonator qudits in the previous works53–55,66.
This effect is a useful second-order coupling between the qubit and
the resonator in the dispersive regime, which indicates a slow opera-
tion of the state-dependent selective rotation on the qubit with a
drive field. In contrary, our gates are achieved by using the quantum
resonance operation only, which is not the high-order coupling item
of the qubit and the resonator, and has been realized for generating
the Fock states in a superconducting resonator with a high fidelity44.
All-resonance-based quantum operations make our universal
quantum gates on microwave-photon resonators have a shorter
operation time, compared with those in previous works55.
Moreover, our gates have a higher fidelity than those in the latter if
we take the decoherence of the qubit and the decay of the resonators
into account. Although there are nine steps in constructing our cc-
phase gate on three resonators, compared with the three steps in
constructing our c-phase gate, the total period of the resonance
operations in our cc-phase gate is not much longer than the one in
our c-phase gate.

In our simulations, the quantum errors from the preparation of
the initial states of Eqs. (2) and (10) are not considered. Single-qubit
operations on a qubit40 have been realized with the error smaller than
1024 and it can be depressed to much small67. That is to say, the error
from single-qubit operations has only a negligible influence on the
results of the fidelities of our fast universal quantum gates. There are
several methods which can help us to turn on and off the resonance
interaction between a superconducting qutrit and a resonator, such
as tuning the frequency of the qutrit, tuning the frequency of the
resonator, or tuning their coupling strength. In experiment, a tunable
coupling superconducting device has been realized59,68. The coupling

Figure 4 | The schematic diagram for our cc-phase gate on three
microwave-photon resonators with all-resonance operations in circuit
QED. ra, rb, and rc are three high-quality resonators and they are

capacitively coupled to the transmon qutrit q.
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strength between a phase qubit and a lumped element resonator68

can be tuned from 0 MHz to 100 MHz. The coupling strength
between a charge qubit and a resonator59 can be tuned from
200 KHz to 43 MHz. Tuning the frequency of a high quality res-
onator has also been realized69. The frequency of a 1D superconduct-
ing resonator with the quality of 104 can be tuned with a range of
740 MHz. The frequency of a transmon qubit70 can be tuned in a
range of about 2.5 GHz. In the system composed of several resona-
tors coupled to a superconducting qutrit, by tuning the frequency of
the qutrit only to complete the resonance operation between the
qutrit and the resonators with a high fidelity, one should take small
coupling strengths between them, which leads to a long-time opera-
tion61. By using the tunable resonator or tunable coupling strength
only to turn on and off the interaction, the fast high-fidelity res-
onance operation requires a much larger tunable range. Here, we
tune the frequency of the qutrit and the coupling strengths between
the qutrit and each resonator to turn on and off their resonance
interactions to achieve our fast universal gates. The coupling
strengths are chosen much smaller than the anharmonicity of the
transmon qutrit, which helps us to treat the qutrit as a qubit70 during
the resonance operations without considering the effect from the
third excited energy level of the qutrit. To implement our gates in
experiment with a high fidelity, one should also apply a magnetic flux

with fast tunability. On one hand, it can tune the frequency of the
qutrit instantaneously to get the high-fidelity resonance operation71.
On the other hand, it can help us to get a fast tunable coupling
strength between the qutrit and the resonator59,68.

In summary, we have proposed two schemes for the construc-
tion of universal quantum gates on resonator qubits in the pro-
cessor composed of multiple high-quality microwave-photon
resonators coupled to a transmon qutrit, including the c-phase
and cc-phase gates. Different from the ones in the previous works
based on the dispersive coupling effect of the number-state-
dependent interaction between a superconducting qubit and the
resonator qubits55, our gates are achieved by all-resonance
quantum operations and they have the advantages of higher fide-
lities and shorter operation times. With the optimal feasible para-
meters, our numerical simulations show that the fidelity of our c-
phase gate approaches 99.57% within the operation time of
38.1 ns and that of our cc-phase gate is 99.25% within 73.3 ns,
not resorting to drive fields.

Methods
Quantum resonance operation. Quantum resonance operation is the key element
for the construction of our all-resonance-based universal quantum gates on
microwave-photon resonators. In a system composed of a two-energy-level qubit

Table 2 | The parameters for constructing the cc-phase gate on ra, rb, and rc

Step vg,e/(2p) (GHZ) gg,e
a



2pð Þ (MHZ) gg,e

b 2pð Þ (MHZ) gg,e
c 2pð Þ (MHZ)

i) 5.5 45 0.5 0.5
ii) 7.8 0.5 28 0.5
iii) 5.5 27 0.5 0.5
iv) 6.3 24 0.5 0.5
v) 8.8 0.5 0.5 20
vi) 6.3 29 0.5 0.5
vii) 5.5 27 0.5 0.5
viii) 7.8 0.5 28 0.5
ix) 5.5 45 0.5 0.5
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Figure 5 | The fidelity of the cc-phase gate varying with the parameters: (a) the energy relaxation rate of the qutrit c, (b) the anharmonicity d 5 vg,e 2

ve,f, (c) the decay rate of resonators with ka 5 kb 5 kc ; k, and (d) the minimum value of tunable coupling strength gmin. Here 2ce,f 5 cg,e 5 cw,e 5 cw,f ; c

for (a)–(d). Except for the variable in (a)–(d), the other parameters for these simulations are shown in Table 2.
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coupled to a cavity, the Hamiltonian of the system is (in the interaction
picture)72

HI~g azs{e{iDtzaszeiDt
� �

: ð22Þ

Here D 5 vc 2 vq and vc is the frequency of the cavity. The Hamiltonian HI

describes the state transfer between the qubit and the cavity. In the system, the
unitary time-evolution operation is given by U tð Þ~e{iHI t , which can be
expanded at the exact resonances between the qubit and the cavity (D 5 0) as72

U tð Þ~cos gt
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
azaz1
p� �

ej i eh jzcos gt
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
aza
p� �

gj i gh j

{i
sin gt

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
azaz1
p� �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
azaz1
p a ej i gh j{iaz sin gt

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
azaz1
p� �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
azaz1
p gj i eh j:

ð23Þ

In our work, the resonance interactions take place between a three-energy-level
qutrit and a single-model cavity field. To keep the resonance operation between the
cavity and the qutrit with the wanted transition jgæ « jeæ or jeæ « jfæ, one should take a
small coupling strength between the qutrit and the cavity, compared with the
anharmonicity of the qutrit, to avoid the off-resonance interaction between the cavity
and the qutrit with the unwanted transition. The details of the state evolution of the
system composed of a qutrit and a cavity are described in Fig. 6 (in which we give all
the resonance processes used in this work only). In the quantum resonance operation
between the cavity and the qutrit in the transmission between the energy levels jgæ and
jeæ, the evolution j1gæ R 2ij0eæ (j0eæ R 2ij1gæ) is completed with gg,e

c t~p=2, shown

in Fig. 6 (a). With
ffiffiffi
2
p

gg,e
c t~p=2, the evolution j1eæ R 2ij2gæ (j2gæ R 2ij1eæ) can be

achieved, shown in Fig. 6 (b). In the quantum resonance operation between the cavity
and the qutrit in the transmission between the energy levels jeæ and jfæ, the evolution
j1eæ R 2ij0fæ (j0fæ R 2ij1eæ) is completed with ge,f

c t~p=2, shown in Fig. 6 (c). Withffiffiffi
2
p

ge,f
c t~p=2, the evolution j1fæ R 2ij2eæ (j2eæ R 2ij1fæ) can be achieved, shown in

Fig. 6 (d).
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